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Among! the! numerous! interactions! and! collaborations! between! researchers! from! Brazil! and! from!




and! Africa.! It! emerged! from! a! single! event! of! allotetraploidization! that! gave! rise! to! a! cultivated!
species! with! a! limited! whole! range! of! variation.! The! research! conducted! encompassed! two!
components:!one!consisted! in!developing!genomic! resources!as!a! foundation! for!genome!analysis;!
the! other! consisted! in! a! base broadening! scheme! development! starting! from! a! cross! between! a!
synthetic!amphidiploid!made!at!Embrapa!and!an!improved!groundnut!variety!cultivated!in!Senegal.!
The! first! component! involved! a! stay! of! scientists! from! Embrapa! at! Cirad! in! Montpellier! for! the!
production!of!large!genomic!segments!in!Bacterial!Artificial!Chromosomes!(BAC);!BAC!libraries!were!
produced! from! the! ancestral! species,! which! became! a! useful! resource! for! a! broader! community!
within!the!GCP.!It!is!still!being!used!for!basic!genomic!studies.!
The! second! component,!which!will!be!described! in!more!details,! involved! a!PhD/postdoc!work! at!
Cirad! and! breeding! activities! conducted! at! ISRA/CERAAS! in! Sénégal.! The! hybrid! between! the!
synthetic!amphidiploid!and!the!cultivar!was!used!to!initiate!a!large!marker!assisted!backcross!scheme!
and! develop! a! collection! of! chromosome! segment! substitution! lines! (CSSLs)! that! would! globally!
incorporate! the! whole! genome! of! the! wild! ancestors! (the! “donor”)! as! overlapping! segments!
introgressed! in! the! “recipient”! cultivar.! As! such,! they! enable! characterization! of! the! specific!
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